
 
Call for Proposals for 2018 

 
Computing Center for Particle and Astro-Physics 

of the Excellence Cluster Universe 
 
We invite project proposals from Universe Cluster scientists to carry out scientific investigations within 
the framework of the C2PAP.  These projects can include proposals to use the dedicated C2PAP cluster 
(128 nodes, each with 16 cores + hyperthreading and ~60GB RAM, 250TB total storage) and/or to 
carry out computational developments in collaboration with the C2PAP staff.  Successful proposals 
will be active during the year 2018. 

Proposals due Dec 11, 2017 
Proposals should contain a short description of the scientific goals followed by a more detailed 
description of the computational task or problem; this should include an outline of the workflow and 
the development plan over the coming year.  Projects will be accepted for a maximum duration of one 
year. It is unclear at the moment (Nov 2017) whether C2PAP continues in 2019 therefore the 
possibility of project extension  in 2019 is unclear as well. 
 
Projects requiring time on the C2PAP cluster should include a description of the needs in terms of core 
hours, GPFS disk storage, software environment, data import/export and any additional services.  As 
noted above, a description of the workflow of the computations is needed.  A description of previous 
use of these codes in a high performance computing environment is requested if available, but please 
note that the C2PAP cluster is open for testing and development of new codes, too. (see 
http://intern.universe-cluster.de/wiki/index.php/C2PAP) 
 
Projects requiring collaboration with the C2PAP staff should describe in detail the proposed 
collaboration, the expected level of effort and the timescale.  We strongly encourage discussion of 
these proposed collaborations with the relevant staff members before proposal submission. 
 
The C2PAP staff available to support projects in 2018 include: 

Dr. Frederik Beaujean < Frederik.Beaujean@physik.lmu.de >  
Particle algorithms, statistics, Monte Carlo methods 

 Dr. David Hubber  <dhubber@usm.lmu.de> (until Apr 2018)  
  Astro alogorithms, HPC 

Dr. Alexey Krukau < Aliaksei.Krukau@lrz.de > 
Chief admin C2PAP cluster, fortran/python coding, MPI/OpenMP parallelization 

Dr. Mohammad Mirkazemi < Mohammad.Mirkazemi@physik.lmu.de > 
 Astro algorithms, astro data handling and archiving 
Dr. Jovan Mitrevski < Jovan.Mitrevski@physik.lmu.de > 
 Particle event processing, data handling 
Dr. Margarita Petkova  < Margarita.Petkova@physik.lmu.de>  (from Feb 2018 onwards) 

Astro algorithms, HPC, hydro codes 
 
Finally, the application should identify the project team from the Universe Cluster and also any outside 
groups or partners that are involved. 
 
Renewal proposals should include no more than a page summary of the accomplishments from the 
previous year of activity.  This should include a comparison of the C2PAP cluster and staff usage to the 
original request, a list of scientific accomplishments and the resulting publications. 

Proposal Submission and Evaluation 
Please submit proposals by email to < c2pap-proposals@universe-cluster.de > no later than Monday, 
December 11, 2017.  Proposals will be evaluated by the C2PAP staff and coordinators and selection 
will overseen by the C2PAP governing board.  Projects will begin at the start of the new year 2018.  
Please direct any questions about proposal submission or preparation to < c2pap-proposals@universe-
cluster.de >. 
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